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ABSTRACT
Below 700Hz sound fields can be approximated well over a region of space that encloses the human head,
using the acoustic pressure and gradient. With this representation convenient expressions are found for
the resulting Interaural Time Difference (ITD) and Interaural Level Difference (ILD). This formulation
facilitates the investigation of various head-related phenomena of natural and synthesised fields. As an
example, perceived image direction is related to head direction and the sound field description. This result
is then applied to a general amplitude panning system, and can be used to create images that are stable
with respect to head direction.

1. SOUND FIELD REPRESENTATION
A source free region of a sound field can be expanded
as a series about any point in the region [5]. The first
order approximation of the pressure P at a point
x, expanded about point x0 , can be given in the
frequency domain in terms of pressure and gradient
by

P (x) ≈ P (x0) +∇P (x0) · (x− x0) (1)

The approximation is good provided the wavelength
is considerably larger than the region, and at least
one of P (x0), ∇P (x0) is not very small compared
to higher order derivative terms. Below 700Hz a

typical sound field region large enough to enclose
the human head satisfies these conditions. For nat-
ural sound fields it would be very unusual for the
first two terms to be highly suppressed relative to
higher terms, and we do not consider this possibil-
ity here for synthetic fields. Further more at these
wavelengths the head is approximately acoustically
transparent, so the pressure signals at the ear posi-
tions when the listener is present, that is the bin-
aural signals, closely match the corresponding pres-
sures of the incident field. Therefore to a first order
approximation the binaural signals at the right and
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left ears are given by

PR = P + rH · ∇P (2)

PL = P − rH · ∇P , (3)

where P and∇P are the pressure and gradient at the
central point between the ears and rH is the vector
from the centre to the right ear. The gradient is
related to particle velocity V by Euler’s equation in
the frequency domain,

∇P = −jkZ0V , (4)

using the positive frequency convention p(x, t) =
P (x)ejωt [8]. Z0 is the free-field impedance and k
is the wavenumber. In the following discussion only
relative pressure phases are of interest, so it can be
assumed without loss of generality that P is positive
real valued. V can be written as a sum of real and
imaginary vectors,

V = V< + jV= (5)

Hence,

PR = P + kZ0(rH · V= − jrH · V<) (6)

PL = P − kZ0(rH · V= − jrH · V<) (7)

The low frequency approximation condition can be
written krH << 1.

Fig 1 shows PR and PL in the complex plane when
only V< is non-zero. There is then a phase difference
between the binaural signals, but no amplitude dif-
ference. The phase difference φRL is greatest when
the velocity vector V< is along the inter-aural axis,
since |rH ·V<| is then at maximum. As the head ro-
tates PR and PL move inwards and outwards along
the dashed line.

Fig 2 shows the case where only V= is non-zero.
There is no phase difference between the two bin-
aural signals, however they do differ in amplitude.

Figs 3,4 show more general examples where both V=
and V< are non-zero. Fig 3 shows the case where V=
and V< are in the same direction. Then

PR = P + kZ0rH · V̂ (V= − V<j) (8)

PL = P − kZ0rH · V̂ (V= − V<j) , (9)

PR = P − jkZ0rH ·Vℜ

PL = P + jkZ0rH ·Vℜ

φRL
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Fig. 1: PR and PL in the complex plane for non-zero
V<

PR = P + kZ0rH ·Vℑ

PL = P − kZ0rH ·Vℑ
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Fig. 2: PR and PL in the complex plane for non-zero
V=
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Fig. 3: PR and PL in the complex plane for aligned
V< and V=
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Fig. 4: PR and PL in the complex plane for non-
aligned V< and V=
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where the direction norm V̂ = V̂< = V̂= , so PR

and PL lie on a the same straight line for all head
directions determined by rH . Where V< and V= are
in different directions then PR and PL move around
an ellipse as the head rotates, as shown in Fig 4.

2. LOCALIZATION CUES
There are two types of sound localisation cues oper-
ating in the range below 700Hz, Interaural Time Dif-
ference (ITD) and Interaural Level Difference (ILD)
[1].

For a harmonic field like that in (6,7) the ITD is also
called the Interaural Phase Delay, and is φRL/ω,
where φRL = arg(PR/PL) is the Interaural Phase
Difference. For purely real V , i.e. V= = 0, P and
V are in phase, and PR and PL are of equal ampli-
tude, but differ in phase except when the listener is
pointing in the direction V<. Then

tan(φRL/2) =
kZ0rH · V<

P
(10)

For krH << 1 ITD is frequency independent [1],
φRL/ω ≈ Z0rH · V /(cP ). For example for a plane
wave, P = Z0V .

Interaural Level Difference (ILD) is the amplitude
ratio |PR/PL|. For purely imaginary V , i.e. V< = 0,
then PR and PL are in phase or anti-phase, but differ
in amplitude except when the listener is pointing in
the direction V=. The ITD is then zero and the ILD
is given by ∣∣∣∣PR

PL

∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣P + kZ0rH · V=
P − kZ0rH · V=

∣∣∣∣ (11)

In general V= and V< are both non zero. If the vec-
tors point in different directions then the cues are
inconsistent for a single source. The difference be-
tween the vectors could be used in constructing an
objective measure of image quality. ILD at low fre-
quencies is only consistent with sources that are near
compared to the ear separation 2r. Controlling both
V= and V< it may be possible to create consistent
near-field cues.

V /P can be viewed as a local complex vector ad-
mittance. For real values of V /P the incident field
appears locally as a plane wave whose wavelength is
longer or shorter than of a free-field plane wave of

the same frequency, and the ITDs are correspond-
ingly greater or smaller.

V< and V= are directly related to the active and
reactive intensity vectors Ia, Ir.

V< =
1

|P |<(PV ∗) =
2

|P |Ia (12)

V= =
1

|P |=(PV ∗) =
2

|P |Ir (13)

The formula are valid for P and V both complex
valued, with V< and V= defined as before by first
rotating P and V in the complex plane so that P is
positive real valued.

Ia is frequently used as a measure of localisation,
however Ir is generally overlooked even though it
can have just as much impact. The use of Ir in
tandem with Ia should therefor be encouraged.

3. IMAGE DIRECTION
Synthesized sound fields can produce virtual images
whose direction varies significantly depending on the
listener’s head orientation. For example in Fig. 5
an image is generated by feeding the same signal to
two loudspeakers. The image appears centrally if
the listener faces it but if the listener faces away the
image direction is shifted towards the listener’s new
direction.

b b

Fig. 5: Showing the image when two loudspeakers
each have the same signal, for different head direc-
tions.

This effect can cause unwanted perceptual instabil-
ity. Pulkki investigated this for the case of panning
between two loudspeakers [6], and created compen-
sated panning functions by fitting to subjective mea-
surements for particular angular loudspeaker sepa-
rations. In the following, the off-median image di-
rection is predicted from first principles using the
sound field description.
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Assuming V< 6= 0 and V= = 0, and discounting
other factors such as high frequency spectral, visual
and dynamic cues, a listener in the field will perceive
an image in a direction based only on the current
ITD. The key observation in this section is that we
can reasonably suppose that the listener processes
the ITD information under the assumption that it
originates from a plane wave, because there is no
contrary cue, even though the field may be more
general as we consider here. The perceived direction
should therefor be that of a plane wave with same
ITD as the incident field described by P and ∇P .
From (10) the interaural phase difference φRL then
satisfies

tan(φ/2) =
kZ0rH · V

P
=
kZ0rH · VI

PI
(14)

where VI and PI describe a plane wave travelling
from the perceived image direction. Since PI = Z0VI

Z0rH · V
P

= rH · V̂I , (15)

where V̂I is the normalised vector in the direction of
VI .

And so,
r̂H · (αV̂ + r̂I) = 0 (16)

where the relative admittance α = Z0V/P , and the
direction norm to the image r̂I = −V̂I . Note that
r̂H could instead be replaced with the reverse vector
pointing to the left ear. (16) can also be written

α cos θHV = cos θHI (17)

where θHV and θHI are the angles between r̂H and
−V̂ , and r̂H and r̂I respectively.

So given the head direction and the field descrip-
tion, and provided α cos θHV = αr̂H · V̂ < 1 then
the image direction r̂I has possible values on a cone
of confusion about r̂H with angle θHI . Otherwise
the most plausible value for r̂I is r̂H , as this gives
the closest ITD agreement. It is striking that r̂I
is independent of the listener head dimensions, and
any individual mapping between ITD and source di-
rection. The relationships in (16,17) are illustrated
by cross-section in Fig. 6. The cone of confusion
extends out of the page.

If the listener were facing in the direction −V̂ then
they would perceive an image in the median plane.

r̂H

r̂I

r̂′I

−αV̂

θHI

θHV

Fig. 6: Spatial vector diagram showing the relation-
ship between the possible image directions r̂I and r̂′I ,
inter-aural direction r̂H , and field description vector
−αV . The circle has unit radius.

For the case where all vectors all restricted to the
horizontal plane, the shift in perceived image direc-
tion caused by a general listener head direction given
by r̂H , is θIV = θHV − θHI .

If the field is static and the shift is non-zero, then
a static image cannot be reproduced. However by
tracking the head direction it is possible to modify
the field so that the image is static and stable. In the
next section the control of the field using panning is
described.

For a field containing a mixture of frequencies, α
may be constant or vary over frequency. If it varies
then the image will be spread over a range of direc-
tions.

4. APPLICATION TO PANNING
Amplitude panning is a spatial audio reproduction
method in which several loudspeakers are assumed
to produce plane waves converging at the listener
in phase. The pressure and velocity at the listener
are given by the sum of the pressure and velocity of
these waves. So

α = Z0
|∑Vi|∑

Pi
=
|∑PiV̂i|∑

Pi
=
|∑ giV̂i|∑

gi
(18)

where {gi} are gains applied to a source signal to
provide loudspeaker feeds. The Makita localisation
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vector [2–4] is defined by

rV =

∑
gir̂i∑
gi

(19)

where r̂i = −V̂i are the direction norms to the loud-
speakers. (16) can then be written

r̂H · (r̂I − rV ) = 0 (20)

r̂V = −V̂ and α = rV = |rV |.
According to ambisonic panning a plane wave is re-
produced in a local region at the listener’s head,
that is rV = 1, by using positive and negative gains
in loudspeakers that surround the listener, ideally
at regular intervals. If the listener moves, track-
ing is required so that the sweetspot region can be
moved with the listener. Using the (20) the cues for
a plane wave can reproduced using only loudspeak-
ers within one half of the space around the listener.
This could provide greater flexibility in some appli-
cations. Tracking can also be used to achieve correct
parallax according to target source distance, as dis-
cussed in [7].

5. CONCLUSION
In the low frequency region ITD and ILD have a sim-
ple representation in terms of the complex pressure
and velocity components. This was used here to de-
rive a compact formula relating image and head di-
rections with the representation. The approach can
be used to find panning gains for a desired image
direction given the listener’s head direction, giving
significant improvement over panning based on the
tangent law. Initial indication is that this agrees well
with experiment. This and other applications of the
pressure-velocity representation of ITD and ILD will
be further investigated in the future.
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